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A Big ‘Thank You’
to everyone who helped to make this year’s Theatre Fête a big success - despite the weather reverting to
type. Yes, we managed to choose probably the only day in July that had rain. This meant a pragmatic move
to holding the entire event inside the pavilion - a decision which appears to have gained favour with many.
So whether you helped before or during the event - or both! - or if you donated raffle or bottle prizes, sold
raffle tickets or simply turned up on the afternoon to enjoy yourself, you helped FESPA to raise around £3,400
across the Fête and the Grand Draw.

The Curtain Falls
We mark the passing of three
founder members of the
Summer Theatre Friends

The 2019 Grand Showbiz Quiz
The best known cure for Brexit Blues

Our 5th winter quiz night takes place on
At the Stella Peskett Hall, Mights Road, Southwold
for
Price includes a superb 3-course supper
masterminded by
: No bar available - please BYO drinks

start
per person
Tickets available from
01502 722582 / vtolfree@outlook.com

Registered Charity No: 1119037

The 2018 Awards …

Jasmine Ottley

Ava Cattermole-Wagner
At just 12 years old, Ava is our youngest bursary winner this year.
She has been dancing since she was two when she joined the June
Glennie School of Dance where she studied until last year. In that
time, she gained Distinction in every exam she had entered in the
previous six years. She is also fiercely competitive having taken
part in over 20 competitions in the last five years.

Having been successful in already
gaining an honours degree in 2015
in Theatre Dance from the London
Studio Centre, Jasmine has enjoyed
performing in a variety of musical
theatre engagements. But she now
wishes to expand her horizons into
the world of contemporary dance – a
genre that offers far greater creative
opportunities and is far less
restricted by age, leading to a far
longer career span.

In 2017, Ava was successful in gaining a place on the Ballet course
at the Hammond School in Chester. She enjoyed a successful first
year there and not only has her confidence, vocational
performance and technique improved, her academic studies and
end of year report are very pleasing. Now in her second year, she is
still of an age where being a full-time boarder means a higher than
average parental support is necessary - especially in terms of
travel. Her FESPA Bursary grant will therefore help to contribute
towards Ava's academic and residential fees as well as these travel
costs.

However, Jasmine, originally from
Tuddenham St. Martin near Ipswich,
acknowledges it will be difficult to
break into this discipline without
previous experience with a contemporary group. The ideal solution
is, therefore, an apprenticeship. To this end, she has been
extremely proactive and secured a place on the apprenticeship
course at CaraBDanza, a professional contemporary dance
company based in Madrid.
Her bursary award will contribute to her training, accommodation
and living costs over the year – at the end of which Jasmine hope
to either continue with that company or gain a place elsewhere
through its contacts throughout the UK and Europe.

Melissa Youngs
Like Ava, Melissa hails from
Lowestoft where she has lived most
of her life. She will no doubt be
familiar to many members as she
successfully obtained a FESPA
Bursary in 2015 to support her
clarinet studies at the Royal College
of Music. Her grant then was to help
buy an instrument which allowed her
to fulfil maximum benefit from the
degree course.

James Scarle
Wangford-born guitarist, James, has
been playing the instrument since
taking lessons in primary school.
Now in the third year of his musical
degree
course
at
Falmouth
University, he is not only enhancing
his technical skills but also
developing
composition
and
songwriting. Alongside his formal
studies, he has also developed an
impressive CV of performing as a
backing musician for various artists
both in festivals (including Latitude)
and touring.

That was clearly money well spent as
Melissa has since gained a firstclass BMus Honours degree and
along the way has amassed an
impressive
array
of
public
performances including principal
clarinet with the RCM Symphony Orchestra at Buckingham Palace
and a solo recital at The Victoria and Albert Museum. She has also
worked alongside the orchestra of the English National Opera, and
the London Sinfonietta. Nearer home she has enchanted us all at
a Southwold Arts Festival Lunchtime Recital in 2015.

As part of his third-year studies,
James is undertaking a 'Practice in
Context' (PiC) project which he has entitled 'A Musical Diary' - a
concept of on-line uploading musical ideas on a daily basis using
Instagram as the platform.

Melissa has now accepted a place on a post-graduate M.A. course
in Clarinet Performance at the Royal Academy of Music where her
clarinet professors will be Christopher Richards (principal clarinet
of London Symphony Orchestra), and Mark van de Weil (principal
clarinet of the Philharmonia Orchestra and London Sinfonietta).

See https://www.instagram.com/a.musical.diary/
James is aiming to use his bursary award towards the purchase of
equipment which will both enhance his live performing and
improve the quality of the material uploaded to his PiC project.
Photo: © Em Marcovecchio
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from Angeline Hunt
With FESPA's kind bursary I was able to pursue my dream and graduate with an Acting Degree
from The Italia Conti Academy of Theatre Arts in 2016 and have since been working as an actress
in London.
I am delighted to come back to Suffolk with an exciting new play called 'The Little Cabaret of
Suffragette!' with the Yakety Yak Theatre Company.
The play focuses on the lives and actions of local and national Suffragists and Suffragettes. The
play is written by a local author and playwright Belona Greenwood, with music and lyrics by Nick
Murray Brown, directed by Agnes Lillis and produced by Mary Hunt.
I am also delighted to be working with Charlotte McGuinness on this project who was also a FESPA
bursary recipient.

Barry Tolfree

Viv and I went to see The Little Cabaret of Suffragette - one in a series
of one-nighters at venues around East Suffolk by the Yakety-Yak Young
Actors Company. There have been quite
a few Suffragette-themed events recently,
commemorating the centenary of
(partial) women’s suffrage. This one was
quite special, partly because it avoided
being tediously worthy (or wordy) but
mainly because it was a rollickingly
entertaining evening.

both been FESPA Bursary recipients: Charlotte you may remember
as Charlotte Barker who received her award in 2009 before going to
RADA, and Angeline Hunt who was about to attend Italia Conti in
2013.
There was a strong musical element
to Suffragette thanks to original music
and lyrics from local actor/musician,
Nick Murray Brown. Angeline’s
virtuoso ‘turn’ as Camilla, the musichall girl, had the audience whooping
in delight. Also exceptional were the
‘interludes’ ably filled by two young
singers, Rutendo Mukuya and Ariana
Tavares.

That’s not to say the suffering, injustice,
courage and, sometimes, sheer
unacceptable vandalism of the sisterhood
were not poignantly portrayed, but that
the whole narrative was told within the
context of a slickly and inventively Photo: © Gemma Turnbull
choreographed cabaret.
Everything
about it was polished and meticulously delivered including the
bewilderingly fast costume changes of the all-female cast, each of whom
played many parts, male as well as female We had a particular interest
in two of them, Charlotte McGuinness and Angeline Hunt who had

Hats off to writer, Belona
Greenwood and Director, Agnes
Lillis and to the whole company who
richly deserved their standing
ovation. Don’t miss this talented
team next time they tour.

Daniel Walker
Back in 2010 Daniel was one of our earliest recipients of a
FESPA bursary, which enabled him to attend East 15 in
Loughton Essex from where he attained an honours degree in
acting.

shown in cinemas both in
the US and across Europe,
and is currently being
shown on Sky Cinema.
On top of this he has had
main
roles
in
Sky
Atlantic’s “Save Me”, and
a guest lead role in the
BBC comedy
“This
Country” which has just
won 2 BAFTA awards.

Following completion of his degree, he and fellow East 15
students performed at the Edinburgh Festival and won a major
award which, as prize winners, enabled them to perform their
play in London.
Since then, he has acted in various roles - initially Call The
Midwife, followed by a main role in an episode of Endeavour.
He then worked for the Scottish National Theatre,
commemorating 100 years since the start of WW1, in the first of
a trilogy “The 306 Dawn” which told the story of a group of
soldiers sentenced to death for desertion but who were many
years later officially pardoned by the government. This play
received wide acclaim, and Daniels main speech was used on
several occasions during radio and TV interviews with the
producer and director.

More recently, he has just
Photo: Curtis Brown
returned to his old school,
The Denes in Lowestoft,
to work with the current drama students as a way of giving
something back to the school that helped him on his way to this
career.
Daniel now perfoms under his stage name of Jimmy Walker.

He seems to be going from strength to strength, most recently
with a main role in the film “Hurricane Heist” which has been
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A Summer of Jealousy, Joviality, Juxtapositions
and Jolly Japes
head of the clinic (don’t mention heads!); Darrell Brockis as
Angie’s long-suffering and verbally challenged manager; and
the perfect casting of Richard Blaine as her rock-star husband.
The cast was completed by the company debut of Lee Hunter as
a cheeky-chappie paparazzo photographer. Ron Aldridge, back
with us after a year elsewhere, did a great job of choreographing
the action on an impressive exterior set designed by Tory Cobb
and painted by her and Polly Elston (with help from my son Ian!)
The second play of the season – the tenth directed for us by Phil
Clark – was Agatha Christie’s A Daughter’s A Daughter. Casting

Following an interesting season in 2017, we decided to change
a few things in the established programme in order to find out
whether there were permanent improvements that could be
made. Consequently, the number of plays was reduced although
the length of the playing season was kept the same. This meant
that we had the opportunity to test the theory that, since the
holidaymakers are changing week-on-week, the most popular
mid-season plays could run for longer. Thus it was that Funny
Money was scheduled for three weeks in Southwold and two in
Aldeburgh. Similarly, A Daughter’s A Daughter, with the expected
boost given by the fame of Agatha Christie, was also allowed three
weeks in Southwold and two in Aldeburgh although, in order for
the exchange of plays between the two theatres to work, its run
was split across the season.
It had been noticed that, for the past few years, the Friday
evening performances had been less well attended than the rest
of the week – due, it is supposed, to the holiday changeover day
now being on Saturday. Consequently, the other fundamental
change to the established pattern was that the Friday evening
performance in Southwold was dropped in favour of an
additional 2-30 Tuesday matinee performance. It was not
possible to make this change in Aldeburgh so we added Thursday
matinees of the first two plays.
In spite of FIFA scheduling an England World Cup tie on our
first night, Body Language got off to a good start. This proved to
be a bit of a Marmite play in that people generally either loved
it or didn’t! It is one of Ayckbourn’s most bizarre pieces but
prescient in its treatment of self-perception and body image.
Fortunately, enough people were intrigued to see it and it was,
on balance, a success. Casting-wise, it was a great opportunity to
introduce two new young women to the company in the lead
roles. In order for the conceit to work, the two characters had to
be of the same height and build. That meant that the illusion of
the ‘slim’ body with two different heads would work with two ‘fat

Morgan Thrift, Rosanna Miles, Tessa Wojtczak & Naomi Evans

for this production had a back-story all of its own as, apart from
Rosanna Miles and Rick Savery, none of the others were on our
original short list. But serendipity is such that it is hard to
imagine any other combination of actors performing the play.
Naomi Evans as Ann and Rosanna as her daughter Sarah,
developed an intense rapport which provided us with engaging
drama. Supporting them with quiet authority was Tessa Wojtczak
in her first summer theatre appearance as Dame Laura; and
newcomers Tom Girvin and Morgan Thrift joined Rick Savery
as the hapless menfolk. Sprightly Laura Cox brought a satisfying
element of comedy to the role of housekeeper Edith; and India
Rushton-Dray made her debut as the awkward Doris. Although
not a murder-mystery, we had high hopes for this play as an
example of the depth of Agatha Christie’s writing ability. It is a
beautifully crafted drama and was a classy production, helped in
no small part by elegant costuming designed by Miri Birch. It
was much admired by almost everyone who saw it although the
hoped-for draw of the Agatha Christie name did not materialise.
Funny Money was the fourth consecutive Cooney comedy to take
the coveted August slot in the summer season. Following the
successes of Cash On Delivery and Tom, Dick and Harry, this gentler
piece looks at what might happen if an ordinary mild-mannered
man comes across a fortune in an accidentally swapped briefcase.
It is naturally necessary to tell a few little lies to cover up the fact
that you have this fortune but one lie leads to another until
hysterical chaos reigns. The cast, directed by the sure hand of
Andy Powrie, was led by Darrell Brockis who has proved himself
to be a brilliant farceur, delighting audiences with the merest
look as well as madcap physical comedy. Superbly supported by
Harriett Hare as his wife; and Michael Shaw and Claire Jeater
as their best friends, Darrell’s character of Henry Perkins was

Claire Jeater & Clive Flint

suits’. Poor Charlotte Peak as Angie had to spend longest in her
‘fat suit’ just as the summer was warming-up to record-breaking
temperatures! Playing opposite her, Harriett Hare as Jo was able
to lose her padding after the helicopter incident. Providing them
with solid support were old favourites: Clive Flint – who hardly
spoke a word of English – and Claire Jeater as the double-act of
Hravic Zygerfoovc and his translator/nurse; Michael Shaw as the
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The 2018 season introduced us to no less than
seven actors making their debut at the Summer
Theatres. FESPA News caught up with one of them

Charlot te Peak
who landed herself one of the hottest rôles in town
- literally!
Charlotte was born and bred in Cheshire although she has
historical ties with East Suffolk as her father hails from Lowestoft “there are still family connections to this part of the world” says
Charlotte, “It is strange to walk down the street and bump into a
distant relative!”. With a sister also going to drama school, she
is part of a family that is very much into the arts.

Michael Shaw, Darrell Brockis & Lee Hunter

Having wanted to act from a very early age, she has never really
considered any other profession so after school she went on to
take a course of ‘Actor Musicianship’ where straight theatre
performance incorporates live music. Yes, Charlotte is also an
accomplished musician - playing flute, clarinet and saxophone
and that course led her down the road of a number of stage roles
where the playing of instruments was equally important as acting.

tested to the limit of ingenuity by police detectives in the form
of Lee Hunter and Charlotte Peak; and Clive Flint’s laconic taxi
driver. We had to wait until near the end of the play to meet
Richard Blaine’s hilariously twisted ‘Mr Berfcurse’ but it was
worth the wait. Had Funny Money been scheduled for the usual
three weeks, it would have been equally successful in terms of
attendance as its predecessors. Running it for five weeks
unfortunately had the effect of spreading the potential audience
over the longer period of time meaning that the attendance at
individual performances was less than ideal for such fast-moving
fare.
While the ladies of A Daughter’s A Daughter took a breather, the
gentlemen went straight into rehearsal for Jeeves And Wooster In
Perfect Nonsense. This was an enjoyable creative process as we
worked to transfer the script to the stage. Again, physical comedy
was at the forefront as Morgan Thrift and Rick Savery played
eleven characters between them, aided and abetted by a
beautifully realised book set (Tory and Polly again) and Miri’s
clever costumes. Tom Girvin stayed in control in the eye of this
comical storm as a superlative Bertie Wooster who was equally
comfortable sharing his thoughts with the audience as he was

Her trip here to the east coast was in part thanks to Ron Aldridge
for whom Charlotte auditioned last year. It has allowed her to
break away from this musical mould with two very contrasting
rôles - Angie in Body
Language and Sgt.
Slater in Funny Money.
Of the latter, she tells us
that the part was
originally written as
male and Mark’s and
director Andy Powrie’s
decision to make it
female
was
fully
approved by the author,
master-farceur Ray Cooney.
Those of you who saw Body Language - in the middle of one of
the hottest summers on record - will know that Charlotte spent the
vast majority of the play in a vast fat suit. “I shall never complain
again about being hot on stage”, says Charlotte - “back stage I
was constantly resorting to ice in a bowl, cooling spray and lots
of water!”
Charlotte is full of praise for the entire ethos of the Summer
Theatres: “I have never laughed so much before as during the
rehearsals at Southwold. It is very much a family atmosphere and,
whilst there is a lot of teasing and light-hearted atmosphere,
everyone looks out for each other - they give each other
constructive notes which is not normal in theatre. The directors
are very open to suggestions for things like staging changes.”
The ‘looking out for each other’ also extends to the performances
when things go wrong: “One night in Funny Money when a
suitcase fell off stage Michael Shaw immediately leapt off stage
to retrieve it without a second thought. Equally, another time
when someone did not make their entrance on time, an actor on
stage immediately went on to the next scene without a beat’s
pause; the audience would never have known!”

Morgan Thrift, Rick Savery & Tom Girvin

fending off a toy dog on a stick!
Finally, I would like to thank, as always, all of the support staff
both backstage and front of house at both theatres who are the
swan’s feet of the operation: working very hard under the surface
to make what goes on above look serene. Special mention should
be made this year of the stage management and production staff
who had to work twice as hard on show changeovers than in the
past because there were fewer of them; and also of Southwold’s
front-of-house and box office team who kept everything going
smoothly in the last two weeks of the season.

Charlotte clearly loved her time in the Summer Theatres this
season and hopes to be returning in the future. We hope so too.
If she does, she’s pleased she also has one other essential skill for
this unique company: “In order to work in SST, it is a prerequisite
that you can ride a bike!”

All production photos by Stephen Wolfenden
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, at
We are very sad to record the death in July 2018 of our President,
the age of 96. Margaret was the founder in 1996 of the original Friends of the Summer
Theatres which later became the charity, FESPA.
The following tribute was written by Jonathan and Sam Chadd and first published on
September 8th 2018 in the Daily Mail as part of its ‘Extraordinary Lives’ series.

OUR MOTHER MARGARET
Our great-grandfather was appointed Lord Mayor of London in
1933 and, as a girl, Mother spent time at his official residence,
Mansion House. One day she was told that an important lady was
coming to tea with her two daughters, and she was to entertain
them. A game of hide-and-seek followed, with one of the little
guests, Margaret, managing to get lost in the Court Room. The older
girl was Elizabeth.

man was the future prime minister, Edward Heath, who'd served
with our father, and who was also godfather to our eldest brother
Christopher.
In 1973, our family suffered a tragedy when Christopher was
sailing Heath's yacht Morning Cloud to Cowes. The boat sank in a
storm, and Christopher drowned. He was 23. Exactly two years
later, we lost our other brother
Timothy, who was then 21 and at
Cambridge, after he was hit by a car
in France. Most people would have
collapsed under such grief, but not
Mother. She once said: 'I began by
asking "Why me?" but then that
changed to "Why not me?" Grief is the
price of love and therefore worth
paying.'

Yes, the 'important lady' was the then
Duchess of York and Mother's
playmate would later become the
Queen.
In many ways, Mother's life mirrored
that of the Queen. She, too, had four
children, and had a great sense of
civic duty, serving as a hospital
almoner, a magistrate, and working
tirelessly for the Red Cross. She was a
superb organiser and a tenacious
campaigner - a tour-de-force,
basically, although she described
herself as 'just a cog in the wheel
making something happen for others'. Like many of her generation,
she was never bored, never idle and never complained - although
quick to act for the greater good if she spotted a problem.

She used her experience to help
others, did a counselling course, and
launched a Suffolk branch of Cruse,
the bereavement support group.
Retirement brought more causes,
more campaigning and nothing got in her way - not a heart valve
operation nor three hip replacements. When snow blocked the
roads, she simply dug out her skis to cut across the fields.

A favourite family story was when we went to meet her at her
beloved beach hut at Southwold in Suffolk, where she still swam in
the sea well into her 80s. We found her on the promenade, where
her electric buggy had come to a halt in a sand drift. Mother was on
her mobile to the council. 'Why haven't you swept the promenade?'
she was demanding.

Mother's belief in the value of terminal care never wavered
throughout her life and her dream was to open a hospice. Now
that is being realised. When completed, the East Coast Hospice
will be named after her - a fitting memorial to a formidable lady.
Margaret Chadd, born June 7, 1922, died July 14, 2018, aged 96.

Born in 1922, Mother first worked as an almoner at East Grinstead
Hospital where the pioneering plastic surgeon, Archibald McIndoe,
treated Battle of Britain pilots. Her job was to help ease their
passage back into civilian life. In 1943, the East Grinstead cinema
received a direct bomb hit, killing 108. Mother and her colleagues
worked for 48 hours, non-stop, helping the survivors and identifying
the dead.

Friends’ 2019 DIARY ESSENTIALS
Friday
1st February

FESPA Grand Showbiz Quiz - Stella Peskett Hall,
Southwold - 7.00 p.m. for 7.30 p.m.

Friday
5th April

FESPA AGM - Godell Pavilion, Southwold Common

Friday
7th June

Aldeburgh Festival opens

Saturday
22nd June

Southwold Arts Festival opens

Sunday
23rd June

Aldeburgh Festival closes

Saturday
29 th June

Southwold Arts Festival closes

The Big Idea!

Wednesday
10th July

Southwold Theatre Season opens

The trustees of FESPA are always on
the lookout for new fund-raising
events and will be grateful to receive
suggestions. If you have any ideas
then your editor will be pleased to
receive them and pass them on.

Wednesday
24th July

Aldeburgh Theatre Season opens

Saturday
31st August

Last night in Aldeburgh

Saturday 14th
September

Last night in Southwold

After the war, she became almoner to the East Sussex County
Council, specialising in end-of-life care. In 1948 she took up the
cause of an ex-fighter pilot, Leonard Cheshire, who wanted to turn
his large house into a home for the dying. The council rejected it on
the grounds that it wasn't financially viable. What a misjudgment!
There are now more than 270 Cheshire Homes in 49 countries.
In 1950, she wed Colonel George Chadd, who'd just left the Army
to run the family department store, Chadds, in Lowestoft. Their best
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It is also with great sadness that we record the passing of a Summer Theatre icon
who ran the box office for nearly 50 years. So, it’s farewell to the much-loved . . .

Peggy Hurren
"One hot summer night there was
the lady who demanded that the
fans should be switched off as they
were messing up her newly done
hair! Then there was the woman
who complained that she couldn't
see the stage because of the size of
the man in front and told me I
should have known better than to
put someone as petite as herself
behind someone so tall. One lady
smuggled a baby into a very tense
thriller. At the interval we managed
Peggy Hurren and Jill Freud in the box office
to persuade her to leave the child
In the early days it was a different
with us in the foyer. She assured us
story; Peggy did the lot, including
that it never made any disturbance. Well, of course, it yelled its head
the banking and the telephone sales, while also holding down a
off so much that one of the programme girls had to wheel it up and
'day job' at Denny's. Meanwhile husband, Jo, was also heavily
down the sea front until the end of the play."
involved in front-of-house duties in between his official duties as
Peggy loved every aspect of the Summer Theatre buzz and, over
Town Mayor, a position he held five times.
the years, became very close friends with Jill, Tony (Falkingham),
"We set up our box office wherever anybody would give us a corner,"
Maurice (Rubens) and Mark and the whole Theatre 'family'. In the
recalled Peggy in an interview in 2008. "It was in the Amber Shop
early days Peggy even tried her hand at being a seaside theatrical
one year, in the optician's another, in the Norwich & Peterborough
landlady and she and Jo regularly put up members of the company
Building Society another. Finally we moved into the Tourist
in their home.
Information Office which was in the Town Hall in those days and,
She had photographs of them all in her albums along with
when they moved across the road, we went with them." One year,
newspaper cuttings and snaps of last-night parties. Peggy was an
the Tourist office had a catastrophic flood. Water poured through
inveterate collector of happy memories and, every year she collected
the ceiling and soaked everything, including just about every book
another precious crop. "I always keenly look forward to the start
of tickets for the season ahead. The Fire Brigade feared the ceiling
of the season. I love it when the company members start to arrive
was about to collapse and banned anyone from entering. Peggy,
and, every year, it's awful when they've gone."
in true show-must-go-on style, defied orders and went in to rescue
the tickets which spent the following night drying out in her airing
Hear! Hear! Peggy. Rest in peace.
cupboard.
"Not doing the Southwold Box
Office? It would be like cutting my
right arm off." Peggy Hurren had
been 'Peggy the Box" for every one
of the 28 years that the Jill Freud
Company had been coming to
Southwold. But if that sounds like
some kind of record, you should
know that Peggy was manning the
St Edmund’s box office for the
hall's previous summer theatre
companies, too - 46 years
altogether.

Adapted from an article by Barry Tolfree first printed in Issue 30 in the
Summer of 2008

Although much had changed - and is still changing, Peggy was
proud of the fact that her working systems and most of the boxes
and paraphernalia of her job stayed virtually unchanged for nearly
half a century. Computerisation? It was dangerous to suggest even
a calculator to Peggy! "I was always top in mental arithmetic at
school and I can still add and subtract in my head as fast as anyone
with a machine."

Generous Gestures
FESPA greatly appreciates the wonderful generosity of its members
and extends a big ‘thank you’ to all those who have augmented their
annual subscription with an additional donation. We are pleased to
recognise those listed below for their donations of £25 or greater.

By any standards, running the box office is a complex and highly
responsible job, not only from a financial and organisational point
of view but from a ‘public relations’ standpoint, too. "When you
think of it, the person in the box office is the first human contact
audiences have with the theatre. You're like reception staff in a
hotel; you can give the 'guest' a good experience or you can put
him off the place for good. I was taught how to manage 'difficult'
customers in bookkeeping school and it's often stood me in good
stead." What kind of complaints did audience members come up
with? Peggy admitted that complaints were rare but that, for some
reason, Monday audiences were usually the 'stickiest'. When
pressed, she recalled some priceless niggles:
The Spring 2019 issue of FESPA News will hopefully be
distributed in

Anne Ainscough

Kathryn Davis

Jenny Newhouse

Rod & Sonia Barker

Jennifer Franklin

John & Gloria Nottage

Martin & Jane Bird

David Gordon

Stephen & Jean Pears

Rodney & Sean Bodkin

Neil & Holly Graham

Roger & Frances Pryor

J. B. Braitwaite

Alan & Barbara Ryley

Sally Braithwaite

Michael & Yvonne
Grimble

Christine Buttle

Jeremy & Unity Heath

Desmond & Jackie Shine

Baroness Hazel Byford

Raymond & Anne Herring

David & Glynis Smyth

Brian Clow

Peter & Inga Hore

Barry & Vivien Tolfree

Edward & Elizabeth
Conningsby

Sarah Keeton & James
Powell

Nigel & Christine Wall

Brian & Christine Cook

Janice Merrick

Sheila Sewell

Hazel Woodard

Equally, thanks also to those many members who have elected to
register for Gift Aid. This remains an important source of extra funds
for the Friends and, since becoming a charity in 2008.

Please share your thoughts and views about this Season’s
plays, FESPA itself, this newsletter, fund-raising events or
anything else except Black Friday

If you are a UK taxpayer and have not yet elected for Gift Aid, please
seriously consider doing so when subscription renewals are next due.

E-mail
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The reason that you are reading FESPA News and the fact that it exists at all is a legacy of Theatre Friends’ co-founder

JACK CLAYTON
who, sadly passed away at the end of the summer. Here, Jack’s nephew,
John Webster Clayton, known to all as Jack, was born on the 21st
March 1928 to parents George and Elsie in Wigton, a small market
town in what is now Cumbria. He was the middle one of three,
Gladys the eldest (who survives him) and Robson. Jack and his
sister were very close as teenagers, being close in age, and by
chance they both ended up living in the nearby town
of Penrith. Jack moved there when he started work as
a technical assistant at the Skelton radio transmitting
station at the age of 16 and he returned there after he
had done his National Service in the RAF at Cranwell.

, pays a fitting tribute

one time he also acted as both Secretary and Treasurer of the
management company for Old Brewery Yard. Somewhat later, in
2007, he was elected to Halesworth Town Council of which he was
a member until 2013 and he was a member of the local Probus
Club for a time. He also continued to meet up with ex-BBC
colleagues for lunches, with robust discussions
about how things had 'gone to the dogs' since they
all retired.
In 2004, Jack and Dorothy celebrated their Golden
Wedding anniversary but Dorothy was already in
failing health and her subsequent decline as she
suffered from dementia was a very hard time for
Jack. She died in May 2006 aged 88.

Whilst at Penrith, he met and subsequently married a
schoolteacher Dorothy Howitt. They were both
involved with the local Players' theatre, she as an
actress and he backstage. They married in 1954 and
were together for 52 years. The following year, Jack
was transferred to the BBC headquarters and so they
moved south. They lived in the Ealing area of West
London during the whole of his career with the BBC.

Although he continued to be active in the
community, and also took up Bridge in a big way,
things were never really quite the same for Jack
after he lost Dorothy. One of his ways of dealing
with this loss was to embark on assembling a
record of her family history and her own long and
varied work life. This involved several trips back to
Cumbria where his sister Gladys still lives. He
found this research both fascinating and rewarding
but his aim to incorporate his findings into a
booklet was unfortunately never fulfilled.

His early days at the Lime Grove Studios were exciting
times for the BBC post war, particularly in television.
Jack trained and worked as a Sound Supervisor and
then a Technical Manager on programmes of the time
such as 'What's My Line', 'Dixon Of Dock Green',
'Hancock's Half Hour' and 'Z Cars'. He obtained a Management
Diploma when he was 40 and moved from operational duties into
more managerial roles.

Jack had had a triple heart bypass in 2005 and commented to a
friend visiting him at Papworth hospital that he was 'daft as a brush'
because of the side effects of the painkillers. He subsequently went
for his annual check up with the heart specialist in 2006 and said
that he had "come for a MOT". After examination, the doctor
concluded that he was "good for another 100,000 miles"- which
wasn't a bad forecast. Although he was subsequently diagnosed
with Parkinson's Disease, it was not until about 4 years ago that
there was a marked deterioration in his health. In 2014 he
instigated a move into sheltered accommodation at The Limes but,
with hindsight, this proved to have been a mistake. Jack was
needing full time care and he moved into The Beeches Residential
Home in October 2015 where he was very well looked after for the
remainder of his life.

He became Chief Assistant to the new Chief Engineer of Television.
This was a big task, trying to track all expenditure of Television
Operations and Maintenance and Jack was to set up new
accounting systems and procedures for the activities of an
increasingly complex organisation. He was a careful and steady
'hand on the wheel' and was much appreciated for his calm
manner. Former colleagues have said that, when he took the
opportunity of early retirement, the BBC lost a good man and a loyal
servant.
Their life in London also enabled Jack and Dorothy to pursue their
mutual interest in music, theatre and national heritage and their
nephew, John, has happy memories of visits to stay with them as a
teenager when he was taken to concerts and plays and introduced
to many of the stately homes and gardens in and around London.
Jack and Dorothy had no children and both had demanding
careers. They were absolutely devoted to each other and had a
series of Schnauzer dogs on whom they doted.

During those last few years Jack became rather reclusive and did
not particularly encourage friends to keep in touch - so it is easy for
us to forget the active and fulfilling life he had led when he was fit,
both at work and even more so in retirement. He was a true
gentleman and will be sadly missed by all those who knew him.

They also had a great love of travel and believed in seeing as much
of the world as possible - which indeed they did (the list of countries
they visited is endless). In later years they turned their attention to
cruising.

Prize Winners
drawn during the FESPA Theatre Fête on 29th July

In 1985 Jack and Dorothy retired to Suffolk and initially settled in
the village of Swefling where they began to take an interest in local
affairs. It was during this time that they became involved with the
Southwold & Aldeburgh Summer Theatres run for many years by Jill
Freud. With his early adoption of a computer, it was Jack who
started the Friends' Newsletter in 1996 which he edited until 2007.
He was subsequently involved in converting the Friends
organisation into a charitable trust which is now known as The
Friends of East Suffolk Performing Arts.

Southwold Beach Hut for one week
£200 Cash
Tea for Two at The Swan Hotel
Two Tickets to Wolsey Theatre
Guided tour of Adnams Brewery
£50 Cash (donated back to FESPA)

Unusually, Dorothy was 10 years older than Jack and, as she
became less mobile, they decided to move into a bungalow. They
discovered the town of Halesworth, were attracted by its facilities
and were the first residents in the newly constructed Old Brewery
Yard development in July 2000.

Voucher for Mills, Son & Daughter
Two Tickets to the Summer Theatre
John Lewis voucher
Voucher for Beaches & Cream

Once installed there, Jack became very involved in the community
in a number of ways. He had always been a vigorous supporter of
the democratic process and he was Secretary of the Halesworth &
District Branch of the Conservative Association for several years. At

Champagne
Tea for two - Cafe 51
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